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Introduction to Renewables
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Overview of Renewable Energy
•

What is Renewable Energy?

•

Advantages and Disadvantages

•

Types of Renewable Energy Projects
―

•

8

Main Risks and Issues in Renewable
Energy Projects

Growth of Renewable Energy

What is Renewable Energy?
•

Renewable energy comes from resources which are naturally replenished on a
human timescale, such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, waves and geothermal heat
―

•
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May include resources that are acknowledged or perceived to have
environmental impacts

The Environmental Protection Agency defines “green power” as a subset of
renewable electricity that represents those renewable resources and technologies
that provide the highest environmental benefit

Advantages of Renewable Energy Projects
•

Fuel sources in many types of renewable energy projects are not
depleted

•

Fuel supply is “free” in most cases (no feedstock contracts)

•

Energy produced is “clean”

•

Maintenance requirements are generally low

•

Other public policy rationales:

•
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―

Contribute to fuel diversity of power generation portfolio

―

Foster energy independence

―

Encourage technology innovation and create manufacturing
jobs

Low technology risk / relative ease of construction

Disadvantages of Renewable Energy Projects
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•

Technology risk for newer technologies

•

Production of smaller quantities of energy

•

Historically higher cost per kW

•

Issues specific to the renewable fuel source (NIMBY, wind interference, bird strikes)

•

Intermittent generation sources

•

Need for storage capabilities

•

Geographic limitations

Solar
•
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Solar projects are very reliable and
generally require limited maintenance,
but both photovoltaic (“PV”) and solar
thermal projects require high levels of
insolation and a large footprint…

•

Raising a host of issues regarding land use,
including concerns about the environment
and the natural habitat

Wind
•
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Wind turbines have continued to grow in
size, efficiency and reliability, and wind
projects do not require large contiguous
sites and can coexist with other uses...

•

But there are a limited number of good
sites, and the lack of transmission in
isolated windy areas can complicate
development.

•

Wind projects also have large, moving
parts that introduce operational risks and
noise issues, and threaten migratory birds.

Growth of Renewable Energy
Growth in renewable energy is
fuelled by several factors:
•

•
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•

Improvements in technology, coupled
with declining
technology costs

Policy concerns
―

Climate change

―

Environmental concerns

―

Dependence on oil and gas

Global trends

•

Government subsidies

―

Expectations about oil
and gas prices

•

De-carbonization of the power sector

―

Expectations about
energy costs

•

Consumer sentiment / corporate
sustainability goals

•

Demand of investors for investments in
clean energy

Overview of Project/Capital Structures
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Project Financing of Renewable Energy Projects
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•

Sources of Financing for Renewable Energy Projects

•

Project Finance

•

Cost Certainty and Lender Control Over Cash

•

Categories of Project Finance Risk

•

Project Finance Credit Facilities

•

Project Finance vs. Leveraged Finance

•

Project Finance Markets

•

Key Differences Among Project Finance Markets

Sources of Financing for Renewable
Energy Projects
•

Cash equity investors

•

Back leverage financing

―

•

Private placements

―

Projects can be highly
leveraged

•

Banks / traditional project finance

•

Tax equity investors
―
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Risk limitation through
non-recourse financing

Third parties that can utilize
the tax benefits associated with
renewable energy projects
(e.g., banks and insurance
companies)

―

Insurance companies and other
long-term, fixed rate investors

•

Project Bonds

•

Securitizations

Classic Project Finance Diagram

EQUITY
SPONSOR

OPERATOR

Cash or in-kind contributions
Project costs / O&M costs

CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTOR

PROJECT
COMPANY

Product

OFFTAKER
Power / capacity payments

Services

FUEL SUPPLIER

Loans and other credit

PROJECT
FINANCING
PARTIES
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Debt service

Project Finance Credit Facilities
•

Construction Loans
―
―

•

―

At completion of construction, construction loans may
convert to term loans
Provide a project owner additional liquidity (often
commencing at operations)

Letters of Credit
―
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Long term loans that are repaid over time or in a single
payment at the end of the term

Working Capital / Revolving Loans
―

•

Matures a relatively short time after expected completion
of the project

Construction
Loan

Term
Conversion

Term Loans (Operating Period Loans)
―

•

Loans that are drawn periodically to pay for construction
costs

Allow a project owner to satisfy credit support
requirements under its project and financing documents

Term Loan

Fund structures & Tax Considerations
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Fund Structures
I.

In recent years private equity funds have been a new source of capital for
renewable projects.

II.

These funds employ a traditional fund structure in which limited partners are
required to fund capital calls issued by the Sponsor.

III. This contrasts with the traditional equity project finance structure in which equity
capital is sourced by the Sponsor for each project.
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Typical Structure of a Private Equity Fund
Sponsor

Mgmt. Co.

Mgmt.
Fees

Investors

GP

Capital

Capital

Carried
Interest

Fund

Project Entities
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Fund Structure Advantages
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I.

The committed capital structure of a private equity fund is an advantage to successfully
closing renewable energy transactions.

II.

However, investing in this sector requires an understanding of project financing,
tax equity structures, energy distribution concerns, and regulatory and market
issues which are unique to the renewable power industry.

Tax-Exempt Use Rules
I.

To be eligible for full ITC/MACRS depreciation, no part of a project may be

considered “tax-exempt use property.”
II.
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Special rules apply to property owned by or leased to tax partnerships:
A.

Property owned by a partnership with non-pro rata allocations of income generally will be
considered tax-exempt use property to the extent of a tax-exempt partner’s greatest
proportionate share of partnership income or gain unless subject to tax under the UBTI rules.

B.

Property leased to a partnership (regardless of how income is allocated) will be considered taxexempt use property to the extent of a tax-exempt partner’s greatest proportionate share of
partnership income or gain unless subject to tax under the UBTI rules.

C.

A taxable C-corporation (e.g., a blocker or the portfolio company if it’s a corporation) will be
treated as a tax-exempt partner if it is owned (directly or by attribution) 50% or more by value by
domestic governmental entities and/or domestic tax-exempt organizations unless an election is
made to treat any dividends, gain or income realized by its tax-exempt shareholders as UBTI.

D.

Rules generally look-through tiered partnership structures.

Private Equity Structures and Considerations
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Investment Types
•

Sponsor investments will typically take the form of either:
―

Portfolio Company investment / Management Team backing
―

―

Joint Venture / Co-Invest investment
―
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Sponsor will typically control the entity with limited rights afforded to
management

Sponsor will partner with an entity already active in the space (which may
have another existing Sponsor) for the purpose of providing capital; typically
less Sponsor control determined based on the relative size of the investment

Portfolio Company Investment
•
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Typical Characteristics:
―

Sponsor will control the Board

―

Sponsor will have discretion to determine the projects pursued by the
portfolio company and the means of funding/financing such projects

―

Management will be responsible for the day to day affairs of the portfolio
company but will have limited, if any, negative consent rights at the Board
level

―

Prior to any tax equity investment, distribution mechanics reflect typical PE
structure

―

Transfer provisions reflect typical PE framework

Joint Venture / Co-Invest Investment
•
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Typical Characteristics:
―

Sponsor Board representation dependent upon the size of the investment and
control in the form of negative consent rights with respect to major decisions

―

Project to be pursued by the JV typically identified and defined as of the time
of the initial investment

―

Funding of Project typically tied to milestone or other similar metrics

―

Distribution mechanics and economics dependent upon existing structure, if
any, and negotiation among the investors

―

JV itself or an operating partner will be responsible for the day to day affairs
of the JV and development of the Project, subject to negative consent rights
at the Board level

―

Transfer provisions dependent upon nature of counterparties and existing
structure, if any, though often limited prior to completion of the Project

Joint Venture / Co-Invest Investment
•
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Certain Additional Considerations:
―

Step-in right in the event of failures of the JV to perform under contracts

―

Contract enforcement rights

―

Pursuit by the JV of additional or expansion Projects and relative
participation rights

―

Ability to raise additional equity capital

―

Area of Mutual Interest or similar provisions

―

Funding default mechanics

Sponsor Credit Support
•

•
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Sponsors should consider the amount and types of credit support that may be
required to support the payment and performance obligations of the Project
Company
―

Such credit support may be required to support obligations under power
purchase agreements, hedge agreements, interconnect agreements, etc.

―

Credit support is often provided by the Sponsor with respect to portfolio
company investments and may be provided by the Sponsor with respect to JV
investments

The governing documents of the Project Company should include provisions
detailing:
―

which investors are obligated to provide credit support and what proportions;

―

whether draws on such credit support will be treated as debt or equity;

―

the cost to the Project Company for the provision of such credit support by
the investors; and

―

the treatment of such credit support in connection with an exit event.

Sponsor Indemnities
•

Sponsor typically provides full indemnity coverage for:
―

Breach of Reps/Covenants

―

Loss of Tax Credits

•

Indemnity is often capped at TE funding amount

•

Indemnity cap step-downs are also possible

•

Failure to pay indemnity often results in TE having right to divert project cash flow
to cover indemnity
―

•
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Effect on back-leverage

Sponsor should have right to control indemnity contests especially as it relates to
indemnity for lost tax credits

Cash Waterfall Variations Post-Tax Equity Investment
•

•

•
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Earliest deals sent all cash flow to sponsor until it pulled out its capital plus
developer fee
―

Best to manage Tax Equity DRO

―

Less TE concern about flip date assumptions

Transactions morphed into more complex cash sharing arrangements
―

Annual measurement to base case model

―

Concerns about back-leverage and PE sponsors objected to sponsor dry
periods

―

Minimum sponsor cash sharing percentages are common

―

Sponsor pay-downs are getting more attention

Preferred payment streams to tax equity are becoming more common

Tax Incentives and Tax equity
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Basic Tax Benefits
•

Renewable energy projects in the United States are heavily subsidized through the
tax code
―

Production Tax Credit

―

Investment Tax Credit
―

―

Accelerated Tax Depreciation
―

•
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$1 of tax credits are worth $1

$1 tax deduction is worth $1*marginal tax rate

Bonus depreciation and leverage magnify these benefits

Basic Tax Benefits
•

•

Tax benefits (credits/losses) are:
―

Not transferable

―

Not refundable

―

Generally not usable by anyone other than C corps

Tax benefits may be shared by “equity” holders of renewable energy asset
―
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Most Tax equity products are hybrid investments that straddle the tax line
between equity/debt
―

Preferred equity

―

Lessor interest

Tax Credit Phase Out for Wind Projects
•

•
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Wind projects qualify for the § 45 PTC at rate of $0.024/kWh (that will continue to
be periodically adjusted by the IRS for inflation);
the credit will ramp-down based on when the project starts construction based on
the following schedule:

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

100%

80%

60%

40%

60%

Alternatively, wind projects have the option to claim the 30% ITC, across the same
timeframe; ITC for a wind project would be subject to the same ramp-down
schedule (i.e., a project that started construction in 2019 will qualify for a 12% ITC
=> 30% * 40%)

Tax Credit Declining to 10% for Solar
•

•

The § 48 ITC for solar ramps down in accordance with the following schedule for
the start of construction:

2019

2020

2021

2022

30%

30%

26%

22%

10%

To qualify for more than a 10% § 48 ITC, a project must be placed in service by the
end of 2023, regardless of its start of construction date
―
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2018

Wind, unlike solar, does not have a placed in service statutory deadline, but
the IRS’s guidance created a “soft” deadline (discussed below)

Start of Construction Guidance – IRS Guidance
for Solar and Wind
•

Renewable energy tax credits determined by when the project started construction

•

IRS issued Notice 2016-31 for Wind and Notice 2018-59 for Solar:
―

•
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Projects have until December 31 of the year that included the fourth
anniversary of the start of construction date to be "placed in service" (e.g., if
construction started on a wind project in June 1, 2016, then project must be
in service by December 31, 2020) to avoid "continuous" work/construction
requirement

IRS recently extended the safe harbor to 5 years for projects that began
construction in 2016 or 2017
―

2016 – complete by end of 2021

―

2017 – complete by end of 2022

IRS Start of Construction Guidance
•

•
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Two methods to start construction:
―

Commence "physical work of a significant nature" or

―

Incur at least 5% of the cost of the project
―

Must take delivery of equipment purchased with 5% within 3.5 months of
payment (e.g., April 15 if pay on December 31)

―

But must take delivery in same year if vendor provides debt financing

Both methods generally follow the Treasury Cash Grant guidance but with some key
differences

IRS Start of Construction Guidance
•
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No minimum level of work was required in order to meet the "physical work of a
significant nature" requirement
―

Qualifying work – operational road construction, digging turbine foundations,
manufacturing a customized step-up transformer or manufacturing other
equipment not held in inventory by the manufacturer

―

Work not done by the project owner directly must be performed pursuant to a
“binding written contract,” which has certain highly technical requirements

―

Look-Through Rule – EPC contractor can satisfy 5% safe harbor for project
owner if EPC contractor and project owner have a binding written contractor
(EPC contractor effectively finances 5% safe harbor for project owner)

Start of Construction– Market Impact
•

Analysts estimate over 40GW of wind
was safe harbored in 2016
―

―
•
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―

80% PTCs paid for by lower
equipment costs + higher
capacity factors
60% - no clear line of sight – but
industry is optimistic

How liberal will the industry (tax
equity) interpret the start of
construction rules
―

Start-stop-start

―

Foot-faults in
payments/delivery/contract
mechanics

•

Going outside the 4-year
window
―

Continuous efforts

―

Continuous construction

―

Anticipated excusable
disruptions

Solar ITC ramp down will depend on:
―

Ability of industry to find viable
start of construction strategies

―

IRS/courts reactions to wind
safe-harboring techniques

Partnership Flip Structure – Rev. Proc. 2007-65
•

•

Project typically is financed with some combination of sponsor equity and investor
equity and, in some cases, debt
―

Investor acquires interest in project company for cash

―

Investor typically makes an up-front investment, although, investor in a PTC
deal also may make pay-as-you-go payments (i.e., PAYGO)

Investor initially is allocated as much as 99% of tax items (PTC or ITC and
depreciation) and subsequently "flips" down to as little as 5% after achieving a
specified after-tax IRR

Sponsor

Investor
99% / 5%

1% / 95%

Energy

Offtaker

Project Co.
Energy
Payments
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Partnership Flip Structure – Sharing Ratios
•

The ultimate objective is to allocate tax benefits to a party that can use them
most efficiently

•

There are many variations of the basic structure and what is represented above is
more consistent with a PTC deal
Pre-Flip Period
Investor
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Post-Flip Period

(1)

Sponsor

Investor

Sponsor

Pre-Tax Cash

30%

70%

5%

95%

Tax Credits

99%

1%

5%

95%

Taxable Income/ Loss

99%

1%

5%

95%

Tax Issues in Renewables M&A
•

Buyers – aim for step-up in basis and
full expensing
―

•

•

Corporate/blocker sellers may sell
assets – if purchase price premium
covers its taxes
Lower tax rate to sellers
balanced against immediate
buyer expensing

Cost segregation of purchased assets
becomes more important
―

•

Corporate sellers generally sell at
corporate level to avoid tax on
difference between tax basis (taking
into account accelerated
deprecation) and FMV of assets

―
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Expensing when buying
partnership interests should be
achievable

•

•

Allocate value to contracts or
goodwill?

Acquisition debt – structured to
comply with 30% limitation
―

Partnership /Asset level debt

―

Foreign or domestic borrowers

Lower taxes on assets sold/separated
that are held in corporate form.
―

More important to DD - interest
and NOL carryforwards and
offshore cash/earnings

Cash Sweeps / Tax Insurance
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A.

Cash sweeps are another source of tension in deals.

B.

Sponsors want to retain enough cash to cover debt service on back-levered debt.

C.

Many investors agree to limit sweeps to 50% to 75% of cash or, in some cases, to
prevent the sweep from reaching cash to cover principal and interest on the debt.

D.

Tax insurance and rep & warranty insurance have become popular transaction
features over the last 5 years as a way to mitigate or eliminate cash sweeps.

E.

As the market has evolved, tax ins. is beginning to cover things like begun
construction risk.
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Step-Ups in Tax Basis
A.
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Almost all Solar deals involve some amount of ITC step-up
1.

20% “developer fees” if using a Developer Services Agreement or an
“entrepreneurial incentive” in “cost” approach valuation

2.

Fees on top of fees

3.

Cash Grant litigation – current developments

B.

Step-up risks are largely borne by sponsor

C.

Role of appraiser

D.

Allocating value to Power Purchase Agreements

E.

Sponsor should control basis indemnity disputes with the IRS
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Battery Storage
I.

Must be privately owned (can’t be owned by a public utility)

II.

If a stand alone system, no ITC and depreciable over 7 years

III. If storage incorporated into a new system…
A.

If not more than 25% of the energy stored comes from non-solar sources, then
you can depreciate 100% of the cost using 5 yr MACRs (which generally then
gest reduced by 50% of any ITC claimed), otherwise not ITC eligible and
1.

1.48-9(d)(6)

2.

168(e)(3)(B)(vi)

IV. The portion that is ITC eligible is the estimated annual percentage of energy stored
that was generated by the energy property
V.

Some are of the view that pre-existing facilities can be retrofitted based on a wind
PLR (201208035)

© 2019
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Project Finance/Other Structures
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Tax Equity – Interplay with Construction Lender
•
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Tax Equity typically negotiates “Forbearance Rights” with lender
―

Particularly relevant in solar two stage funding where TE and construction
lender must co-exist

―

“Recapture” risk in ITC deals

―

Cure rights for defaults
―

Monetary defaults

―

Non-monetary defaults

―

Rights to buy-out the debt

―

Rights to bid at auction

Tax Equity – Interplay with Construction Lender
•

Certainty around CPs to tax equity funding are a key concern for construction
lender

•

Scope of third party deliverables can be contentious

•

Change in law, MAC or tax law “outs”

•

Lessons from SunE bankruptcy filing

•

Construction lender often seeks right to directly enforce tax equity commitment
―
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Pledge of ECCA

Tax Equity – Interplay with Back-Leverage
•

•
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Back-leveraging the sponsor interest in a tax equity transaction has become fairly
common:
―

Cheaper than subordinating tax equity

―

Back-leverage terms are almost as favorable as senior secured project debt

Key tension points
―

Qualified transferee definition

―

Cash diversions associated with indemnities

―

Tax equity subordinated to lender P&I

―

Scope of tax equity consent

―

Sponsor recourse to lender
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